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Scope  

IFC-IOR aims to collaborate with national and regional agencies and like-minded Centres to generate 

comprehensive Maritime Domain Awareness. The enriched awareness and robust regional linkages 

would certainly bolster region’s maritime security and safety and would go a long way in building 

confidence and capacity amongst collaborating partners. The objective is to generate an overarching 

picture to assist the maritime community in better understanding of the maritime challenges and threats 

in the region. To draw a common understanding, threats in the region have been divided into six broad 

categories and sub-categories thereon. The Monthly Maritime Security Update (MMSU) provides 

information on threats to merchant vessels, shipping industry, and other maritime stakeholders in the 

wider Indian Ocean Region in the last one month.  The incidents pertaining to following categories have 

been analysed for the duration 01 Aug– 31 Aug 19:- 

  Piracy/ Sea Robbery / Sea Theft 

  Maritime Terrorism 

  Contraband Smuggling 

  Illegal Unreported Unregulated (IUU) Fishing  

              Irregular Human Migration 

  Maritime Incidents 

Overview of Incidents 

A total of 67 incidents under various 

categories have been recorded in the wider 

Indian Ocean Region in the month of       

Aug 19. Piracy/ sea robbery/ sea theft 

incidents remain on the high with two 

kidnapping incidents reported in Gulf of 

Guinea. A greater number of IUU fishing 

incidents were reported in SE Asia as well 

as Northern Indian Ocean. IHM incidents 

were mainly reported in the 

Mediterranean. Majority of the maritime 

incidents culminated in SAR undertaken 

by regional authorities which may be 

attributed to rough weather at sea due to 

monsoons.  

 

MONTHLY ANALYSIS 
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A sector wise analysis has been undertaken by the Centre to assess the maritime safety and security 

situation in Gulf of Guinea (GoG), Gulf of Aden, Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal and South East Asia. For 

the purpose of analysis, the area has been divided into four sectors to highlight the trends of incidents 

in the region. A total of 16 piracy and armed robbery incidents (actual as well as attempted) were 

recorded by the Centre during the period under review. 

Two kidnapping incidents were reported in Gulf of 

Guinea with more than 15 seafarers kidnapped from 

Douala anchorage, Cameroon. Although the overall 

incidents remained comparatively lower in GoG which 

may be attributed to proactive efforts of the regional 

enforcement agencies as well as the rainy season (June – 

September) that makes small boat operations more 

challenging, two incidents were reported at ranges upto 

50 Nm from the coast. Thus, although the likelihood of 

attacks far offshore from the Nigerian coast remains 

lower, the range of these incidents indicate the resolve of 

perpetrators to undertake piracy related activities farther 

from coast as well. Attacks on tugs and barges in the 

westbound lane of Traffic Separation Scheme (TSS) of 

Straits of Malacca and Singapore (SOMS) continued as 

three more incidents (fifteen till now in 2019) were reported in this month. The seized Iranian tanker 

GRACE 1 was released by the Gibraltor authorities on 15 Aug and was renamed as ADRIAN DARYA 1. 

Nil drug seizures were reported in Arabian Sea along the ‘Hash Highway’ which may be attributed to 

strict vigil being maintained by the military forces in the area as well as heavy seas. A number of 

Irregular Human Migration cases were reported in the Mediterranean Sea. According to United Nation’s 

International Organization for Migration (IOM), 46,521 migrants and refugees have entered Europe by 

sea till Aug 19 which is roughly a 32 per cent decrease from the 68,029 migrants who arrived during 

the same period last year. An incident of a missing vessel with 25 crew was reported in Indonesia which 

may be attributed to abrupt sinking caused due to liquefaction of cargo (nickel ore). 

Piracy/ Sea Robbery/ Theft IUU Fishing Irregular Human Migration Contraband Smuggling Maritime Incidents 
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The following piracy incidents have been reported in the region in the month of Aug 19:- 

 

 Sea Theft/ Off Tanjung Piai, Johor, Malaysia/ 03 Aug 19. 

 

A sea theft incident was reported onboard a Malaysian flagged tug TEKUN 16217, off Tanjung Piai, 

Johor, Malaysia on 03 Aug 19. The Malaysia Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA), while on 

routine patrol sighted and detained a small wooden boat without registration number along with three 

crew suspected of sea theft. Upon inspecting the boat, they found more than two tons of scrap metal 

believed to be stolen from a barge towed by TEKUN 16217. The MMEA detained the wooden boat and 

the three suspects for further investigation. 

 

 Attempted Sea Theft/ Off Tanjung Uban Anchorage, Indonesia/ 06 Aug 19. 

 

An attempted sea theft incident was reported onboard a Panama flagged chemical tanker SG PEGASUS, 

off Tanjung Uban anchorage, Indonesia on 06 Aug 19. Three robbers in a wooden boat came alongside 

an anchored chemical tanker. They attempted to board the tanker using hooks attached with ropes. Duty 

Officer on security rounds on the Bridge noticed the robbers, raised alarm and sounded ship’s whistle. 

Hearing the alarm and seeing the crew alertness, the robbers aborted the attempted boarding and 

escaped. Batam VTIS was informed. 

  

 Sea Robbery/ Off Nacala Outer Anchorage, Mozambique/ 07 Aug 19. 

 

A sea robbery incident was reported onboard a Marshall Islands flagged chemical tanker             

CELSIUS RIGA, off Nacala outer anchorage, Mozambique on 07 Aug 19. Two armed robbers boarded 

an anchored chemical tanker via the hawse pipe and broke into the forecastle store. Alert crew noticed 

the robbers and raised alarm resulting in the robbers escaping with stolen ship's stores. 
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 Sea Theft/ Off Pulau Bintan, Indonesia/ 09 Aug 19. 

 

A sea theft incident was reported onboard an Indonesian flagged tug CRYSTAL AURIGA towing a barge 

CRYSTAL 128, approximately 14 Nm North East of Pulau Bintan, Indonesia  on 09 Aug 19. While 

anchored off Pulau Bintan, the barge was boarded by an unknown number of perpetrators on                     

09 Aug 19. The Master discovered that the items onboard the barge were missing upon arrival at Crystal 

Offshore Yard, Singapore. The incident was immediately reported to Singapore Port Operation Control 

Centre (POCC) and Singapore Police Coast Guard. Upon arrival, the Singapore Police Coast Guard 

boarded the tug boat and barge to investigate the incident. 

 

 Attempted Sea Robbery/ Phuoc Long Mooring Buoy No. 03, Vietnam/ 11 Aug 19. 

 

An attempted sea robbery incident was reported onboard a Singapore flagged container ship             

KOTA WARIS at Phuoc Long Mooring Buoy No. 03, Vietnam on 11 Aug 19. Duty personnel on routine 

rounds noticed two robbers armed with knives trying to break into the steering gear room. Alarm was 

raised and the crew was immediately mustered. Seeing the alertness of crew, the robbers escaped. No 

items from the ship were reported stolen. 

 

 Sea Theft/ Off Tanjung Piai, Johor, Malaysia/ 12 Aug 19. 

 

A sea theft incident was reported onboard a Malaysian flagged tug PERMATA 1 approximately 4.3 Nm 

South of Tanjung Piai, Johor, Malaysia on 12 Aug 19. While underway to Port Klang, an unknown 

number of perpetrators boarded the barge from a small boat. They stole some scrap metal and ropes 

from the barge before escaping. The Master raised the alarm and reported the incident to Singapore’s 

VTIS via the VHF. The crew was reported to be safe. Singapore’s POCC issued navigational broadcast 

to alert ships in the vicinity to maintain vigilance and notified the Singapore Coast Guard, Navy and 

RCC Putra Jaya, Malaysia of the incident. 

 

 Attempted Sea Theft/ Federal Ocean Terminal, Onne Port, Nigeria/ 14 Aug 19. 

 

An attempted sea theft incident was reported onboard a Nigerian supply ship PRINCE JOB 1 at Federal 

Ocean Terminal, Onne Port, Nigeria on 14 Aug 19. Duty officer onboard a berthed offshore supply 

vessel noticed a robber on the CCTV stealing items from the pump room and immediately informed the 

Master. The crew quickly locked the robber inside the pump room. Seeing the alertness of crew, the 

accomplice waiting in a canoe alongside the vessel escaped. Port authority was notified and the robber 

was taken ashore for questioning and investigation.  

 

 Suspicious Approach/ Off Okposo, Nigeria/ 14 Aug 19. 

 

A sea theft incident was reported onboard a Panama flagged tanker JOSEPH WISDOM, 23 Nm SSE of 

Okposo, Nigeria on 14 Aug 19. A suspicious boat approached and fired upon a tanker underway. Alarm 

was raised and crews mustered in the citadel. The Master took evasive actions resulting in the suspect 

boat abandoning the attack.  

 

 Kidnap/ Douala anchorage, Cameroon/ 15 Aug 19.     

 

A kidnapping incident was reported onboard an Antigua and Barbuda flagged vessel MARMALAITA 

near Wouri river estuary anchorage, Douala, Cameroon on 15 Aug 19. Eight of the 12 crew members 

were reportedly kidnapped. According to Russian Foreign Ministry, three of the abducted crewmembers 

were Russian nationals. The German ship-owner MC-Schiffahrt intimated about an emergency 

Update 
 

On 09 Aug 19, ten Turkish sailors who were kidnapped by gunmen in Nigeria, were released with 

collaborative efforts of the Nigerian Navy and Turkish authorities. The sailors were earlier kidnapped 

from a Turkish ship Paksoy-1 off Nigeria on 13 Jul 19. 
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response team being constituted and all-out effort being channelised to resolve the issue in cooperation 

with government authorities and the vessel's crew managers.  

  

 Kidnap/ Douala anchorage, Cameroon / 15 Aug 19.      

 

A kidnapping incident was reported onboard a Liberia flagged Bulk carrier VICTORY C near Douala 

anchorage, Cameroon on 15 Aug 19. Armed persons boarded a ship, stole crew and ship's property and 

escaped. The Cameroon Navy dispatched a patrol boat. When the crew emerged from hiding, it was 

reported that nine crew members were missing. Investigations are on-going. Nine crew out of total 21 

were kidnapped.   

 
 Sea Theft/ Off Tanjung Piai, Johor, Malaysia/ 15 Aug 19. 

 

A sea theft incident was reported onboard a Malaysian flagged tug KIEN SAN 1 towing a barge         

KIEN SAN 8 approximately 3.8 Nm SouthEast of Tanjung Piai, Johor, Malaysia on 15 Aug 19. Whilst 

underway, three perpetrators from two small boats boarded the barge and stole some scrap metal. The 

Master raised the alarm and reported the incident to the Singapore Vessel Traffic Information System 

(VTIS) via VHF. The perpetrators disembarked the barge with some scrap metal. The crew was 

reportedly not injured. The Singapore Navy and Police Coast Guard were notified of the incident. The 

safety navigational broadcast was subsequently initiated and Malaysian authorities were also notified. 

 
 Piracy/ Off Brass, Nigeria/ 17 Aug 19.                                                                          

 

A piracy incident was reported onboard a Liberian flagged LPG tanker NAVIGATOR CAPRICORN 

approximately 50 Nm SE of Brass, Nigeria on 17 Aug 19.  Pirates boarded the tanker while it was 

underway. Alarm was sounded and the crew mustered in the citadel. Owners and Nigerian Navy was 

notified and a naval patrol boat was dispatched. After the Nigerian naval team boarded the vessel and 

confirmed no pirates on board, the crew emerged from the citadel. No items were stolen and crew was 

reportedly unharmed during the incident. 

 

 Sea Robbery/ Batam Anchorage, Indonesia/ 21 Aug 19. 
 

A sea robbery incident was reported onboard a Singapore flagged tug SALVICEROY anchored at Batam 

anchorage, Indonesia on 21 Aug 19. While the tug boat was at anchor, five perpetrators armed with 

knives and hammer boarded the boat. The perpetrators were sighted by the crew who raised the alarm 

and mustered at the Bridge. The Master reported the incident to the local authorities and flag State, and 

activated the Ship Security Alert System (SSAS). Following the Master’s report, the Coast Guard 

Update 
 

Out of the 89 crew reportedly abducted in Gulf of Guinea since Jan 19, 72 have since been released. 

Following are reportedly still held in captivity:- 

(a) Nine crewmembers (All Filipino) from MV VICTORY C kidnapped on 15 Aug 19. 

(b) Eight crewmembers (three Russian, one Ukranian and four Filipino) from MV MARMALAITA 

kidnapped on 15 Aug 19. 

Comments. A total of three incidents of sea theft, with similar modus operandi in the Straits of 

Malacca and Singapore (SOMS), have been reported in the month of Aug 19. In all, 15 such incidents 

have been reported since Jan 19. The modus operandi of the perpetrators has been to target low 

freeboard and slow moving vessels while avoiding altercation with crew. All the reported incidents 

included theft of scrap metal/ movable items. 

 

  

 

Comments.  Owing to the proactive response of the Nigerian navy and other regional enforcement 

agencies and greater collaboration with other stakeholders, expeditious release of kidnapped crew 

was made possible in a number of cases. In the recent past, an increasing number of incidents have 

been observed off Douala and Idenau, Cameroon. At least 30 crew have been reportedly kidnapped 

off Cameroon since Jan 19. 
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reportedly boarded the ship and conducted a search. No perpetrator was found on board. The deck and 

engine spares were reportedly stolen. 

 
 Sea Robbery/ Belawan Anchorage, Indonesia/ 22 Aug 19. 
 

A sea robbery incident was reported onboard a Marshall Islands flagged Bulk carrier                        

TOMINI DYNASTY at Belawan anchorage, Indonesia on 22 Aug 19. Duty crew noticed a small boat 

near the anchor chain and directed it to be moved away as they were about to heave the anchor. As the 

duty crew was about to raise the alarm, two armed robbers who had already boarded the ship, held the 

duty crew at knife point. On seeing other crew members approaching, the robbers snatched the duty 

crew’s walkie-talkie and escaped through the hawse pipe. The incident was reported to Port Control. 

On berthing, Marine Police boarded the ship for investigation.  

 

 Piracy/ Bandar Penawar, Johor, Malaysia/ 25 Aug 19. 
 

A Piracy incident was reported onboard an anchored Marshall Islands flagged tanker EAGLE, around 

17 Nm ENE of  Bandar Penawar, Johor, Malaysia on 25 Aug 19. Duty crew onboard an anchored tanker 

noticed armed persons on the forecastle and notified the duty officer. Alarm was raised and the whistle 

was sounded to alert the crew. Master advised all crew members to retreat into the accommodation. 

Hearing the alarm, the armed persons escaped with a life raft and other ship's properties.  

 
 Sea Theft/ Sandakan Port, Malaysia/ 27 Aug 19. 

 

A Sea theft incident was reported onboard a Singapore flagged bulk carrier FENGNING at Sandakan 

port, Malaysia on 27 Aug 19. During routine rounds, duty personnel onboard a berthed ship noticed 

two robbers on the forecastle and raised the alarm. Seeing the alertness of the crew, the robbers jumped 

overboard and escaped in a boat which was alongside the vessel with another robber. Upon 

investigation, ship’s properties were reportedly stolen. The incident was later reported to the local 

police. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

International Seafarers' Welfare and Assistance Network (ISWAN) 

ISWAN is a charity and membership organisation which works to promote and support the welfare 

of seafarers all over the world. The free, 24-hour, multilingual helpline, SeafarerHelp, is one of the 

direct welfare services that ISWAN provides to seafarers. ISWAN’s Maritime Piracy Humanitarian 

Response Programme (MPHRP) provides humanitarian assistance to seafarers and their families 

who are affected due to incidents of piracy, armed robbery or hostage taking. The programme is 

based on fact findings and has met with hundreds of seafarers who were held in captivity of pirates 

worldwide. ISWAN also provides training for seafarers which includes elements on coping in crisis, 

what information they should be aware of pre-joining a ship, how to look after their own and their 

colleagues at time of an attack and post release, if held as hostage. It administers CGPCS Piracy 

Survivor Family Fund through which necessary financial support is provided to seafarers or their 

families towards their rehabilitation.  ISWAN also provides for other relief funds for seafarers and 

their family members in need and a range of health information resources. ISWAN works with 

companies, unions, governments, welfare organisations and ports for the implementation of the ILO 

Maritime Labour Convention, 2006. ISWAN is funded by membership subscriptions, grants from 

foundations, sponsorship and earned income. For more information, visit www.seafarerswelfare.org 

 

http://www.seafarerswelfare.org/
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 Drugs Smuggling/ Off Bandar Mashahr, Iran/ 01 Aug 19.                                    (Opium) 

 

Iran’s Coast Guard seized a big haul of opium off the coast of the southwestern port city of Bandar 

Mahshahr on 01 Aug 19. The Police forces captured two light fishing boats filled with illicit drugs in 

the operation in which 1,588 kilograms of opium was found in the two boats. According to reports, the 

traffickers had plans to smuggle the haul of drugs into Iran. Three people were arrested in the operation. 

 

 Drugs Smuggling/ Off Tawau, Malaysia/ 03 Aug 19.                                     (Cigarettes) 

 

Malaysia’s Sabah marine police recovered around 1,270 

cartons of contraband cigarettes, estimated to be worth 

about USD 9,039 tossed away into the sea off Tawau, 

Malaysia on 03 Aug 19. The boat’s skipper, upon noticing 

the police presence in the area, immediately sped off 

towards Indonesian maritime border. A sea chase ensued 

and the team saw a man hurriedly throwing their loads into 

the sea while trying to escape into neighbouring country's 

waters.  

 

 
 Drugs Smuggling/ Off Northern Samar, Philippines/ 10 Aug 19.     (Methamphetamine) 

 

Over USD 978,511 worth of suspected methamphetamine or 

Shabu was discovered by a local fisherman in the island 

town off Northern Samar, Philippines on 10 Aug 19. The 

fisherman reportedly stumbled upon three big transparent 

plastic bags that contained white crystalline substance 

suspected to be Shabu.  

 

 

 

 

 

 Drugs Smuggling/ South China Sea, Malaysia/ 12 Aug 19.              (Methamphetamine) 

 

The Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) seized a boat with banned fishing gear and 

methamphetamine along with drug paraphernalia off Pulau Malawali, Malaysia on 12 Aug 19. Three 

foreigners were detained after they failed to produce any valid identification documents. Two of the 

three suspects tested positive for Shabu. MMEA brought the boat and all three suspects to Kudat jetty 

for further action. 

 
 Drugs Smuggling/ Off Zamboanga, Philippines/ 20 Aug 19.                              (Cigarettes) 

The Philippine Coast Guard Intelligence Unit, Task Force Aduana, the Port Police, the Bureau of 

Customs and the Joint Task Force Zamboanga seized about six big boxes containing imported cigarettes 

of different brands in Zamboanga city, Philippines on 20 Aug 19. The boxes were found onboard                     

CONTRABAND SMUGGLING 

Comments. In the past instances of drugs washing up ashore in plastic bags, most of the cases were 

of cocaine. However, this is the first time that an incident involving washing up of Shabu has been 

reported in a province in Philippines. However, the modus operandi remains the same in which 

plastic bags/packets are left in the open sea by some groups involved in the illegal drug trade and 

are later collected by their cohorts close to the shore. 
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MV TRISHA KERSTIN 1, a commercial vessel that originated from Isabela City in Basilan. Authorities 

inspected the vessel upon its arrival in the port. The boxes are currently stored in a Customs facility. 

  

 Drugs Smuggling/ Off Talaimannar, Sri Lanka/ 21 Aug 19.                                        (Heroin) 

Sri Lankan Navy apprehended two people with 210 grams of heroin, during a raid conducted in 

Talaimannar on 21 Aug 19. The arrested suspects along with the drugs and a dinghy were taken into 

naval custody by North Central Naval Command and handed over to Mannar Police for further action. 

 

       Wildlife Smuggling/ Off Rameswaram, India/ 22 Aug 19.                     (Sea Cucumber) 

Customs officials seized 821 kg of sea cucumbers from 

Pamban in Tamil Nadu on 22 Aug 19. Two fishermen 

involved in collecting the protected marine species escaped 

on seeing the officials. However, the officials seized the 

boat and sea cucumbers. The seizure was made by a team 

pressed into patrol coastal areas as directed by customs 

higher officials in Chennai, who got a tip about a potential 

smuggling activity. The team found the boat under 

suspicious circumstances near Pamban Bridge. During 

checks, a total of 69 bags were found in sacks heaped on 

the boat. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Comments. The Government of India has listed all species of sea cucumbers under Schedule 1 of the 

Indian Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972, imposing a blanket ban on their harvesting from Indian 

waters.  
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 IUU Fishing/ Off Kuala Kemaman, Malaysia/ 04 Aug 19. 

 

The Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) 

detained 30 fishermen and two foreign boats for fishing 

illegally near Kemaman waters, Malaysia on 04 Aug 19. 

The case was being investigated under Section 15 (1) (a) of 

Malaysia’s Fisheries Act 1985 for trespassing and fishing 

in Malaysian waters without a valid license and without 

permission from Director of Fisheries, Malaysia.  

 

 

 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Alampil, Sri Lanka/ 05 Aug 19. 

Sri Lankan Navy personnel nabbed four persons for engaging in illegal fishing in the seas off Alampil, 

Sri Lanka on 05 Aug 19. They were arrested for engaging in fishing of rare species under the threat of 

extinction using electric lights. Along with the suspects two dinghies, two outboard motors, four LED 

bulbs and other fishing gears were taken into naval custody. The suspects together with the seized 

dinghies, OBMs and fishing gears were handed over to the Assistant Directorate of Fisheries (ADF) in 

Mulativu for onward action. 

  

 IUU Fishing/ Malacca Strait, Malaysia/ 07 Aug 19.  

 

The Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) detained two foreign fishing boats for 

allegedly fishing in Malaysian waters southwest of Pangkor Island on 07 Aug 19. The boats were 

detained by the patrol vessel KM MARLIN, and were escorted back with nine crew to the Kampung 

Aceh Vessel Detention Centre. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Seychelles, Indian Ocean/ 10 Aug 19. 

The Seychelles Fisheries Authority (SFA) and the 

Seychelles police detained seven foreign fishermen for 

suspected illegal fishing in its waters on 10 Aug 19. In a 

joint communique, the Ministry of Fisheries and 

Agriculture of Seychelles, SFA and the Seychelles Coast 

Guard stated that the flagless vessel was intercepted during 

a routine patrol. After initial search by the Coast Guard 

officers, fresh fish, salt and fishing gears were found 

onboard the vessel which was escorted to Port Victoria for 

further investigation.  

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Labuan,Malaysia/ 10 Aug 19. 

 

The Malaysian Marine police arrested five foreign fishing crew and seized their trawler when the vessel 

was intercepted about 15 Nm north of Labuan on 10 Aug 19. The wooden-fibre glass boat was seized 

that had a cloned registration number of a local fishing boat from Sabah. The crew including their 

skipper were taken to the Labuan marine jetty for further investigations. The agency also seized a diesel-

powered engine, a Thuraya satellite telephone, a sea cucumber iron fork, fishing nets, GPS equipment 

and storage containers from the vessel. 

 

 

ILLEGAL, UNREPORTED AND UNREGULATED (IUU) FISHING 

 

 

D, UNREGULATED FISHING 
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 IUU Fishing/ Off Tanjong Batam, Malaysia/ 14 Aug 19.  

 

The Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) spotted 

and intercepted a local fishing trawler for fishing illegally off 

Tanjong Batam, Malaysia on 14 Aug 19. The seizure included 

marine life weighing 200 kg and worth about USD 47,540. Four 

foreign crew members were detained for further investigation. 

 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Trincomalee, Sri Lanka/ 14 Aug 19.  

 

Sri Lankan Navy apprehended nine illegal fishers who were 

engaged in illegal fishing in the seas off Trincomalee, Sri Lanka on 

14 Aug 19. These fishermen were apprehended by Eastern Naval 

Command, during a patrol. A dinghy, an OBM and a banned net 

were taken into naval custody. The suspects were handed over to 

the office of the Assistant Director of Fisheries-Trincomalee for 

further investigation. 

 
 IUU Fishing/ Off Tawi Tawi, Philippines/ 16 Aug 19.  

 

Philippines authorities consisting of personnel from the Philippines Coast Guard, the Philippines 

National Police and the Army seized a foreign vessel crewed by four foreigners after it was caught 

fishing illegally off Tawi-Tawi province in the Southern Philippines on 16 Aug 19. The vessel was 

found to be unregistered and without any legal documents. The vessel's unauthorised catch of sea 

cucumbers, which were found in one large and three small onboard containers were also seized. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Colombo, Sri Lanka/ 21 Aug 19. 

 

Sri Lankan Navy reportedly seized a foreign trawler along with its crew for allegedly illegally fishing 

in Sri Lankan waters on  21 Aug 19. Naval personnel, during a patrol, apprehended four fishermen 

along with a fishing trawler engaged in illegal fishing practices. 

 
 IUU Fishing/ Off Trincomalee, Sri Lanka/ 22 Aug 19. 

 

Sri Lankan Navy apprehended 15 personnel who were engaged in illegal fishing off Trincomalee on               

22 Aug 19. The suspects, using banned nets, were apprehended by during a patrol carried out at 

Walalthottam area. Navy also seized three dinghies, three banned nets and some fishing gears. The 

apprehended personnel along with the dinghies, nets and other fishing gears were handed over to the 

Assistant Director of Fisheries- Trincomalee. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Tanjung Karang, Malaysia/ 27 Aug 19. 

Seven Malaysian flagged fishing boats were seized by the marine 

police for fishing too close to the shoreline off Tanjung Karang, 

Malaysia on 27 Aug 19. Marine police stated that the fishing boats 

had switched off all their lights and were operating in the dark to 

avoid detection. The boats had a total crew of 111 comprising of 

various nationalities. The vessels were caught at a distance of less 

than five miles from the shoreline. All the crew were brought to 

the Port Klang marine police headquarters for further 

investigation. 
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 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Sungai Kurau, Malaysia/ 06 Aug 19. 

Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency rescued 75 Indonesian immigrants from drowning at 2.8 Nm 

from Sungai Kurau, near Port Klang on 06 Aug 19. The 8.8 metre wooden boat reportedly left Sungai 

Air Hitam near Pulau Carey, Malaysia and was heading to Tanjung Balai, Indonesia. The boat was on 

the brink of sinking due to a leak in its engine section. was providing assistance to another fishing vessel 

when they saw the wooden boat tilting to its side and moving slowly in the high tide. The boat was 

stopped by MMEA and subsequent boarding revealed 75 immigrants in the boat. The immigrants 

detained comprised 49 men and 23 women aged between 20 and 52 years old and three children aged 

between one and seven years. 

 

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Djerba, Tunisia/ 13 Aug 19.  

 

Tunisian Coast Guard intercepted a polyester boat with 

seven people on board seeking to cross illegally to Italy off 

Djerba, Tunisia on 13 Aug 19. The loaded boat embarked 

from Boughrara coast with the intention of crossing over to 

Italy before being seized. The apprehended people were 

maintained under probation and judicial proceedings were 

initiated. Within a short duration of 24 hours, Tunisian Coast 

Guard intercepted three illegal migration attempts with 28 

migrants caught which included women and children.  

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Mediterranean Sea, Libya/ 17 Aug 19. 

 

The Libyan Coast Guard rescued 278 migrants on four 

different boats off Al-Khums, Al-Zawiya and Tripoli's 

shores on 17 Aug 19. The Coast Guard reported that one 

immigrant was confirmed dead, adding that the immigrants 

were from African and Arab countries. The migrants, 

including 18 women and two children, were reportedly 

attempting to make their way to Europe.  

 

 
 
 
 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Pulau Sisipan, Malaysia/ 18 Aug 19. 

 

Malaysia’s marine police detained nine immigrants, for attempting to enter the country illegally via the 

waters of Sabah’s Pulau Sisipan on 18 Aug 19. The detention took place based on information received 

by the Marine Intelligence Unit about a boat bringing in eight passengers comprising six men and two 

women from a neighbouring country. The passengers were entering the country for the first time after 

paying money to the skipper. The marine police also seized the boat, an engine pump and the 

IRREGULAR HUMAN MIGRATION 

 

 

D, UNREGULATED FISHING 

 

Update 
 

Further investigation revealed that the immigrants mostly worked as labourers, cleaners and hotel 

workers. The modus operandi of the skipper was to bring back the immigrants to their home country 

in lieu money, payment of which would be effected on reaching the home country. The vessel was of 

the size of a local Class A fishing boat which is only allowed to carry a maximum of five individuals. 

The arrested immigrants are being investigated under Malaysia’s Immigration Act 1959/63 and    

Anti-Trafficking and Anti-Smuggling of Migrants Act 2007 
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passengers’ belongings, including money (in USD) in cash. The seizures were made under Section 26A 

of Malysia’s Anti-Trafficking in Persons and Anti-Smuggling of Migrants Act 2007. 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Tawau, Malaysia/ 20 Aug 19. 

 

Sabah Marine Police Force foiled an attempt by a group of five Filipinos to sneak into country through 

Tinagat in a pump boat on 20 Aug 19. Sabah Marine Police stated that a 63-year-old skipper and four 

passengers were detained, following information from Marine Intelligence Unit on a suspicious 

movement of the pump boat in Tinagat waters. The passengers reportedly came from Philippines and 

entered the district by paying money to the skippe. The Marine Police also seized the pump boat and 

belongings of passengers. The detainees were taken to the Tawau Marine Police headquarters for further 

action under Section 26A of the Anti-Trafficking in Persons and anti-Smuggling of Migrants Act 2007 

(ATIPSOM) for carrying activities of smuggling migrants. 

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Mediterranean Sea, Libya/ 27 Aug 19. 

 

The Libyan Coast Guard received information on 27 Aug 19 about a migrant boat 9 Nm off the coast 

of Khoms city which needed urgent assistance. 65 migrants were rescued along with recovery of bodies 

of at least five migrants. The boat was reportedly carrying migrants from Sudan, Egypt and Morocco. 

At least 40 migrants, most of them Sudanese nationals, were estimated to be missing and presumed 

drowned. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comments. According to UN International 

Organisation for Migration (IOM), 46,521 

migrants and refugees have entered Europe by 

sea till Aug 19 which is roughly a 32 per cent 

decrease from the 68,029 migrants who arrived 

during the same period last year. Deaths 

recorded on the three main Mediterranean Sea 

routes (Central, eastern and Western) through 

almost eight months of 2019 stand at 933 

individuals – or about 58 per cent of the 1,562 

deaths confirmed during the same period in 

2018.  
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 Sank/ Koh Si Chang, Thailand/ 01 Aug 19. 

Two barges sank due to heavy weather caused by Tropical 

Storm Wipha, off Koh Si Chang in Chon Buri, Thailand on 

01 Aug 19 spilling tonnes of coal into the sea. The barges 

with a combined capacity of 2,400 tonnes broke loose from 

the Southampton in rough seas while being loaded with 

coal. No injuries were reported. Municipal officials were 

coordinating with the owner of the barges to organise a 

clean-up operation to limit damage to marine life and 

salvage the barges. An initial inspection revealed no oil 

spillage. However, a more thorough inspection was put on 

hold due to the rough conditions. 

 

 Aground/ Cebu Strait, Philippines/ 03 Aug 19. 

 
A Panama flagged cargo vessel ARIKUN reportedly ran 

aground off Talisay, Cebu, Philippines on 03 Aug 19. It was 

carrying a total of 18 crew and 4,210 tons of wheat onboard. 

Philippines Coast Guard (PCG) Talisay Station received a 

phone call from Vessel Traffic Monitoring System, 

regarding the cargo vessel. PCG immediately deployed 

personnel to undertake the rescue operations. The vessel 

was reportedly entering the Traffic Separation Scheme of 

South Cebu-Mactan Channel when the incident occured. 

The vessel was carrying 287,167 litres of fuel, prompting 

the Coast Guard environmental protection unit to check for 

a possible oil spill. 
  

 Capsize/ Off Iloilo, Philippines/ 03 Aug 19. 

Three passenger motorboats capsized on 03 Aug 19 off the 

Philippine city of Iloilo, Panay in foul weather, sending 96 

passengers and crewmembers over the side. The wooden 

outrigger motorboats KEZIAH 2 and CHI-CHI capsized in 

a squall, while the third vessel JENNY VINCE, followed 

suit a few hours afterwards. Rescuers recovered more 

bodies in rough seas bringing the death toll to 31 with three 

missing. According to statement by the Coast guard, 31 

people died who were mostly passengers of two ferries that 

flipped over in sudden wind gusts and powerful waves. 62 

other passengers and crew were rescued. A search operation 

was launched for the three missing personnel. 

  

 

 

MARITIME INCIDENTS 

 

Update 
 

The search and rescue mission launched by Philippines Coast Guard ended on 13 Aug 19, and all 

passengers were accounted for. The Philippines' Maritime Industry Authority has launched an 

investigation into the incident. All passenger motorboat operations have been temporarily suspended 

on the short route between Iloilo and Guimaras Island as a precautionary measure. Two large           

Ro-Ro will take up the service on a short-term basis.  
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 Containers Lost at Sea/ Andaman Sea, Myanmar/ 06 Aug 19. 

A Singapore flagged container ship KOTA WANGSA reported loss of containers off Coco Islands, 

Myanmar on 06 Aug 19. Due to rough weather conditions, 17 containers were reported overboard 

between Myanmar coast and Coco Islands, Andaman Sea while the vessel was on her way from 

Chittagong to Malacca Strait.  

 

 Fire/ Phuket, Thailand/ 07 Aug 19. 

 

A 49 m Cayman islands flagged Pleasure Mega yacht     

LADY D caught fire in a yacht club, in Ao Po port in northern 

Phuket, Thailand on 07 Aug 19. Firefighters couldn’t get 

equipment close enough to yacht because she was berthed far 

from main pier, alongside pontoon. After attempts to put fire 

under control failed, it was decided to tow her to Koh Nang 

islet in vicinity of Phuket. Yacht was towed to nominated 

position, and reportedly, surrounded by booms, to prevent 

possible oil leak.  

 

 SAR/ Bay of Bengal, Bangladesh/ 07 Aug 19. 

Bangladesh Navy and Air Force rescued 21 people from two sinking vessels MV TITU 18 and              

MV TITU 19 due to rough weather in Bay of Bengal on 07 Aug 19. Bangladesh Navy’s rescuer ship 

DURJAY, SURABHI, SHAIBAL along with the diving team and the BN helicopter rescued ten crew 

from clinking vessel MV TITU 18. Bangladesh Air Force rescued eleven crew from MV TITU 19. They 

were provided first aid at Bangladesh Air Force Base Zahurul Haque. 

 

 SAR/ Off Olango Is, Philippines/ 07 Aug 19.   

Ten people were rescued from a motorboat that capsized off 

Olango Island, Philippines on 07 Aug 19. Eight passengers 

and two crew members were onboard the motorboat that left 

Olango Island without clearance from the Philippine Coast 

Guard (PCG). PCG had suspended sea trips for small vessels 

like motorboats due to unfavourable sea conditions. The 

PCG immediately dispatched a Quick Response Team to 

Hilton port in Lapu-Lapu City along with PCG auxiliary boat 

JOSEPH EXPRESS to undertake search and rescue 

operation. The motorboat encountered engine failure due to 

rough weather and heavy seas. The rescue team successfully 

 Incident 
location 

Update 
 

IFC-IOR issued a warning 04/19 regarding 17 

containers (40 feet each) that fell overboard in  

position 15 36.2 N 093 44.5 E on 06 Aug 19 at  0606 

IST due to very rough seas & heavy swell. The 

vessel had departed Chittagong on 02 Aug 19 with 

next port of call as Singapore. There was no 

reported loss of life or oil spill. As per inputs on AM 

08 Aug 19, 25 containers had been lost at sea.  It 

was further confirmed that none of the containers 

had any hazardous material and were reportedly 

carrying general purpose items.  

https://www.fleetmon.com/media/cache/newsroom_article_images/LADYD/6224c3f56a8a8f3a56c2e2249cb8259c.jpg
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pulled out eight passengers and two crew members. The seven survivors were brought to Hilton Port 

while the other three were brought back to the Olango Island. 

 Aground/ Off Chilka, India/ 07 Aug 19. 

A Malaysian flagged service vessel JIN HWA 32, on its way 

to Vishakhapatnam port, drifted due to a storm and landed 

near the mouth of Chilka lake in Odisha on 07 Aug 19. The 

ship, carrying cargo from Malaysia, had unloaded its 

shipment in Bangladesh and was on its way to the 

Vishakhapatnam port to pick up new cargo when its 

machines malfunctioned. A total crew of eight personnel 

including seven Malaysians and one Indian were reportedly 

onboard. 

  

 Aground/ Off Cagayan Island, Philippines/ 08 Aug 19. 

A Chinese flagged dredging vessel ran aground off 

Cagayan Island, Philippines on 08 Aug 19. The rough 

waves amid inclement weather reportedly led to the 

grounding. The crew aboard the dredging vessel did not 

seek any help but the Philippine Coast Guard (PCG) 

undertook inspection for identity check of crew as well as 

the vessel's oil tank to rule out any possibility of an oil spill. 

 

  

 Fire/ Arabian Sea, India/ 09 Aug 19. 

A fire incident was reported on 09 Aug 19 onboard a 

Singapore flagged container ship APL LE HAVRE when the 

vessel was approximately 40 Nm off Porbandar coast, 

India, while en route from Karachi, Pakistan to Mumbai, 

India. The fire was reported in six containers located in the 

aft section near the accommodation block. Indian Coast 

Guard ship SANGRAM responded to the incident despite 

heavy weather and stormy conditions which were 

impediment to external firefighting. The fire was brought 

under control after four hours of fire-fighting and was then 

escorted to Mundra port outer anchorage. No crew were 

reported injured during the fire. 

 

Comments. There has been an increase in the number of cargo fires reported in the recent past 

with many of them attributed to misdeclared dangerous goods. Some chemical commodities require 

special stowage and handling to transport safely, and incorrect declaration can lead to placing 

them in environment that is not safe and favorable. In response, many leading carriers have begun 

imposing steep fines for shippers who improperly declare the contents of their containers. Insurer 

TT Club has found there is a major fire at sea onboard a container ship on an average every 60 

days. 

  

 

Update 
 

The Odisha State administration asked the owner of the Malaysian vessel to undertake removal of oil 

followed by shifting of the aground ship. As of 15 Aug 19, oil was removed in phases and stored in 

tankers at a nearby fishing jetty. It was confirmed that although the ship was carrying 30,000 litres 

of diesel, 1000 litres of lube oil and 200 litres of hydraulic oil, no danger of oil spill was reported. 

https://odishasuntimes.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/WhatsApp-Image-2019-08-09-at-8.18.42-PM.jpeg
https://www.fleetmon.com/media/cache/newsroom_article_images/APLLEHAVRE/29c2f602a4e8eaa46b0e9a7930003c75.jpg
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 SAR/ Off Pulau Tiga, Malaysia/ 09 Aug 19. 

The Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) 

rescued two Brunei fishermen around Pulau Tiga on        09 

Aug 19. Two out of 11 fishermen from Brunei whose boat 

drifted into Malaysian waters were found safe while nine 

others remained missing. The agency received a distress call 

from the Brunei National Search and Rescue Coordination 

Committee on the incident on 07 Aug 19. The Maritime 

Rescue Coordinating Centre (MRCC) in Putrajaya relayed 

the information and sought assistance to locate the victims. 

The incident occured when water entered their boat after 

being hit by strong waves before it capsized. 

 

 

 Capsize/ Off Karachi, Arabian Sea/ 09 Aug 19. 

A fishing boat from Karachi with 22 personnel onboard capsized off Balochistan, Pakistan on                   

09 Aug 19. According to reports, six people in the boat managed to survive.  

 

 Fire/ Off Visakhapatnam, India/ 12 Aug 19. 

 

A fire incident was reported onboard an offshore support 

vessel COASTAL JAGUAR, near Visakhapatnam, India on              

12 Aug 19. As per reports, there was a loud explosion 

onboard the vessel, after which the vessel was engulfed in 

thick flames. 28 out of 29 crew members have been rescued. 

One person reportedly died during the incident. Crew 

onboard reportedly jumped into the water, abandoning the 

ship. Indian Naval Ship GAJ along with a Chetak helicopter 

were deployed to provide assistance. Indian Coast Guard 

Ship RANI RASHMONI, which was in the vicinity, was 

diverted to the spot, which in coordination with the port trust 

boats rescued the 28 crew members. Coast Guard Ship 

SAMUDRA PAHEREDAR and a Coast Guard helicopter were also diverted for the rescue operation. 

The fire was brought under control through the efforts of Indian Navy, Coast Guard and port authorities. 
 

 SAR/ Off Gujarat, India/ 12 Aug 19. 

The Indian Coast Guard rescued 79 fishermen and 14 boats 

over a period of two days in Arabian Sea off Gujarat coast 

during inclement weather. On 10 Aug 19, information was 

received from fishing association Porbandar about the 

missing 19 fishing boats along with its 95 crew which had 

ventured out at sea despite weather advisory issued by Indian 

Meteorological Department. Coast Guard helicopter and 

Dornier aircraft along with Indian Coast Guard SAMUDRA 

PAVAK were tasked to undertake the search operation. A total 

of 14 fishing boats along with 79 crew have been safely 

rescued and six boats were recovered. However, three boats capsized in the deep sea. 

Update 
 

As of 11 Aug 19, the search and rescue mission was called off by Brunei National Search and Rescue 

Coordination Committee. One of the rescued fishermen died the following day in Queen Elizabeth 

Hospital, Malaysia while five crew members were reported drowned. Four fishermen continue to 

remain missing. 
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 Medevac/ Off Mumbai Coast, India/ 16 Aug 19. 

The Indian Navy undertook Medevac of a wounded sailor 

on board Japanese warship JMSDF SAZANAMI operating 

approximately 70 Nm off Mumbai on 16 Aug 19. 

Responding to the distress signal from the warship, the 

Navy launched a Sea King helicopter from the air station 

along with a medical team. The chopper landed on the 

Japanese warship and evacuated the injured crew member 

alongwith two attendants. The patient was later shifted to a 

local hospital by the Japanese consulate in the city. 

 

 

 Violence at Sea/ Dobo Sea, Indonesia/ 16 Aug 19. 

 

Seven people were reportedly killed in a fight among crew members onboard a fishing trawler MINA 

SEJATI, while the vessel was transiting off Aru islands in the Dobo Sea, Indonesia on 16 Aug 19. The 

ship was crewed by a total of 36 seafarers at the time of the incident when three of the crew took control 

of the vessel and started intimidating others.  In total, about 13 crew members jumped into the sea in 

order to escape, including the Captain of the vessel who were later saved by the Indonesian Navy. The 

three suspects, reportedly took 13 other crew members as hostage. The Indonesian Navy mobilised 

forces in order to effectively control the situation but avoided any initial direct action to avoid casualties 

among the hostages. The rescue attempt was further complicated by the adverse weather conditions in 

the area.  

 

 Aground/ Bali Strait, Indonesia/ 17 Aug 19. 

A Passenger ferry TRANS JAWA 9 ran aground while 

approaching Gilimanuk port in Indonesia on 17 Aug 19. The 

vessel was arriving from Banyuwangi Port, Java, with 35 

passengers and a number of vehicles onboard. Attempts to refloat 

the ferry failed and it was decided to evacuate the passengers who 

were safely evacuated.  

 

 

 Missing Vessel/ Off Maluku, Indonesia/ 20 Aug 19. 

An Indonesia flagged bulk carrier NUR ALLYA with 25 crew and 

cargo of nickel ore while en route from Sagea in North Maluku 

island to Makassar in South Sulawesi, Indonesia went missing on 

20 Aug 19. Last known position was approximately 70 Nm South 

of Sagea in North Maluku Island. The exact cause of the incident 

remains unknown while there is a possibility that liquefaction of 

nickel ore could have caused capsizing eventually leading to 

sinking. 

Comments. The incident was first reported as an act of piracy involving hijacking of the vessel, 

but it was later discovered that the incident was pertaining to fight amongst the ship crew which got 

aggravated and led to violent confrontation amongst them.  

 

Update 
 

As per the latest update, the vessel along with the crew was captured by the Indonesian Navy on        

19 Aug 19. Further investigation into the incident is ongoing. 
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 SAR/ Off Kozhikode, India/ 21 Aug 19. 

Indian Navy’s Sea King helicopter was deployed from air station at Kochi on 21 Aug 19 for SAR off 

Kozhikode to rescue a missing fishermen at sea since 18 Aug 19. The helo sighted the body of the 

missing fishermen approximately 10 Nm South of Tellicherry, Kerala and assisted in its recovery by a 

fishing boat THALIYILAPPAN. 

 

 SAR/ Off Trincomalee, Sri Lanka/ 22 Aug 19. 

Sri Lankan Navy assisted the fishermen who were distressed aboard their dinghy due to rough seas off 

Sallikovil area in Trincomalee, on 22 Aug 19. A naval craft on patrol observed the distressed boat and 

fishermen were promptly assisted with required technical support. Further, Navy provided food basic 

first aid to the fishermen before handing them over to Harbour Police for further assistance. 

 

Update 
 

The Indonesian SAR Agency BASARNAS had been coordinating the search and rescue efforts in 

respect of the 52000 DWT vessel. According to local media reports, Indonesia's Ministry of 

Transportation in coordination with Coast Guard (KPLP), is calling on ships sailing in the waters of 

Eastern Indonesia, especially in the Northern Waters region of Buru Island, to contact the agency 

with any information about the vessel. 

Comments. In releasing its Bulk Carrier Casualty Report 2018 earlier this year in April, 

International dry bulk shipping association INTERCARGO highlighted the threat cargo liquefaction 

faces to the lives of seafarers around the world. INTERCARGO data shows 101 of the 188 lives 

(53.7%) lost on bulk carriers above 10,000 DWT in size in the decade from 2009 to 2018 were down 

to cases of cargo liquefaction. The deaths occurred on nine different ships – six of which were 

carrying nickel ore from Indonesia, two with laterite (clay) iron ore from India and one with bauxite 

from Malaysia. INTERCARGO expressing deep concern on the incident issued the following 

statement “Although the cause of the potential casualty is not known and must be established by 

prompt investigation by the Indonesian Authorities, INTERCARGO urges all Ship Owners, Operators 

and Seafarers to exercise extreme caution when accepting, for carriage, Nickel Ore and other 

cargoes that have the potential to liquefy. We would like to stress the importance of adhering to the 

provisions in the International Maritime Solid Bulk Cargoes Code (IMSBC Code) to ensure the safety 

of lives at sea and the safe transportation of dry bulk cargoes,” 

 

 Analysis 
The 190 metre 2012 built Indonesian flagged Bulk 

Carrier NUR ALLYA had been generally operating 

within the archipelagic waters of Indonesia 

frequenting various Indonesian ports. The vessel 

departed Sagea on 20 Aug 19 with a draft change 

indicating loading of cargo. The vessel did not exhibit 

any abnormal routeing/ behaviour and followed the 

same route out as it followed while entering harbour. 

However, the last transmission of vessel was received 

at 0025LT on 21 Aug with the vessel showing a speed 

on 9.5 knots. While the exact cause of missing is 

unknown, sinking due to liquefaction may be a 

possible cause.  
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 Collision/ Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam/ 22 Aug 19. 

A Hong Kong flagged 14,000 TEU containership             

CSCL JUPITER collided with another vessel while sailing 

out of Cai Mep International Terminal near Ho Chi Minh 

City, Vietnam on 22 Aug 19. The 366 m long boxship 

suffered hull damages, and there were no injuries, cargo 

damage and reports of oil spill. The ship needed repairs 

following the collision as reported by the ship operator China 

Cosco Shipping. 

  

 Fire/ Java Sea, Indonesia/ 23 Aug 19. 

  

A major fire was reported onboard a passenger ferry           KM 

SANTIKA NUSANTARA in Java sea near Masalembu islands, 

whilst en route from Surabaya Java to Balikpapan, Makassar 

Strait on 23 Aug 19. Ferry was carrying almost 300 

passengers, including 11 children and 83 vehicles. Two 

ferries in vicinity along with local fishermen attempted to 

rescue the people. According to an official statement, there 

were 303 passengers onboard of which 300 were rescued and 

three were found dead.  

 

 

 

 Medevac/ Off Colombo Lighthouse, Sri Lanka/ 26 Aug 19. 

The Sri Lankan Navy rendered assistance to undertake an 

evacuation of an injured seaman who was at sea aboard an 

oil tanker approximately 12.5 Nm off the Colombo 

Lighthouse on 26 Aug 19. The Navy’s Western Naval 

Command, on receipt of information from the Port Control 

Centre about the seaman who got injured while rope 

handling, promptly sent a Fast Attack Craft to retrieve the 

injured person. The wounded person was administered first 

aid and brought to Colombo harbour. 

 

 Fire/ Off Dapitan City, Philippines/ 28 Aug 19. 

A fire incident was reported onboard a passenger ferry       

LITE FERRY 16 near Dapitan City, Philippines on                

28 Aug 19. Fire erupted in engine room and quickly spread 

around, engulfing the whole ship. LITE FERRY 16 was 

approaching Palauan Port in Dapitan City en route from 

Cebu City, and was reported to have 137 passengers on 

board. According to Philippines Coast Guard (PCG), 112 

passengers were rescued while 24 remained missing.  

 

 

Update 
 

On 25 Aug 19, Indonesia Navy’s Central Region Armada Command announced it had discovered the 

shipwreck of KM Santika Nusantara northwest of Bawean Island, East Java. The shipwreck was 

found floating by KRI Ahmad Yani-351, which had been on patrol together with KRI Karel Satsuit 

Tubun-356 since 23 Aug 19. 
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 SAR/ Kamorta Island, India/ 30 Aug 19. 

 The Indian Coast Guard coordinated safe evacuation of 50 

passengers of  ferry MV GALATHEA which ran aground 

due to engine failure after cast off from Kamorta jetty of 

Nicobar district, Andaman and Nicobar islands on                

30 Aug 19. A total of 50 personnel including 30 women and 

16 children were evacuated in inclement weather.                 

Indian Coast Guard KAMORTA coordinated the evacuation 

by utilising various surface assets including Gemini of 

Coast Guard Ship C-422, two local fishing boats and port 

authority boats. 

 

 

 Capsize/ Barangay Consuelo, Philippines/ 31 Aug 19. 

A Philippines flagged Ro-Ro ferry MIKA MARI VIII 

capsized while offloading cargo via ramp in Barangay 

Consuelo, Camotes Island, Philippines on 31 Aug 19. Truck 

slips on ferry cargo deck, causing list and capsizing. There 

were 11 vehicles on board, 149 passengers and 18 crew. All 

people were safely evacuated although five were injured. 

Four vehicles were lost overboard. 3200 litres of diesel was 

reported in its fuel tanks, however, no oil spill was reported. 

 

 
 
 SAR/ Mangalore, India/ 31 Aug 19. 

The Indian Coast Guard and the New Mangalore Port Trust 

(NMPT) in a joint operation rescued at least 20 persons on 

board dredger TRIDEVI PREM after it reported flooding on     

31 Aug 19. The dredger was anchored within the limits of 

NMPT on a contractual agreement with the port for dredging 

to ensure sufficient depth in the channel. The Master of 

vessel had initially reported flooding in pump room on          

31 Aug 19. The Master and crew abondoned the vessel on   

02 Sep 19. Indian Coast Guard AMARTYA on patrol was 

monitoring the situation and safely rescued the crew 

members. 
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 Update on tanker seizure/ Off Gibraltar coast, Gibraltar/ 15 Aug 19. 

The Supreme Court in the British territory of Gibraltar 

approved the release of Iranian flagged tanker GRACE 1 on 

15 Aug 19, which was seized off the country's coast on      

04 Jul 19. Gibraltar issued a statement that it had received 

assurances from Iran and the owners of the oil that the 

tanker would not be taken to Syria, which would be in 

breach of European Union sanctions. The vessel has been 

renamed as MT Adrian Darya 1 under an Iranian flag. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GULF OF ADEN/ GULF OF OMAN WATCH 

 

 

D, UNREGULATED FISHING 

 

Joint ICS-ECSA-ASA Statement on Current Situation in the Strait of Hormuz 

On 01 Aug 19, the International Chamber of Shipping (ICS), the European Community Shipowners' 

Associations (ECSA) and the Asian Shipowners' Association (ASA) jointly issued a statement 

following the seizure of the oil tanker STENA IMPERO on 19 Jul 19, urging immediate action by the 

international community to stop the escalation of tensions and fully respect international 

law.  According to the statement, all countries should ensure the safe passage of merchant vessels, 

by respecting the Freedom of Navigation enshrined in Article 87(1) and the Right of Innocent Passage 

defined in Article 19 of the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). 

Detailed statement may be accessed at https://www.ecsa.eu/press-releases/joint-ics-ecsa-asa-

statement-current-situation-strait-hormuz. 

https://www.ecsa.eu/press-releases/joint-ics-ecsa-asa-statement-current-situation-strait-hormuz
https://www.ecsa.eu/press-releases/joint-ics-ecsa-asa-statement-current-situation-strait-hormuz
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 First Meeting of the IORA Maritime Safety and Security Working Group. 

 

The First Meeting of the IORA Maritime Safety and Security Working Group was held by the Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs of Sri Lanka as the current Coordinating Country for Maritime Safety and Security 

(MSS) in IORA on 08 and 09 Aug 19 in Colombo, Sri Lanka. The IORA Maritime Safety and Security 

Working Group (WGMSS) was established last year at an Initial Workshop held for this purpose on 04 

and 05 Sep 18 in Sri Lanka. The Meeting witnessed an impressive gathering of MSS officials and 

experts from 16 IORA Member States (Australia, Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, Iran, Kenya, 

Madagascar, Malaysia, Maldives, Mauritius, Oman, Seychelles, Somalia, South Africa, Sri Lanka and 

Tanzania), and IORA Secretariat officials. This meeting provided a platform for IORA Member States 

to finalise the draft Work Plan for the WGMSS which has been drawn up for an initial period of two 

years. Building on the momentum of the Initial Workshop for the WGMSS held in 2018, IORA Leaders’ 

Summit in 2017 and the IORA Action Plan 2017 – 2021, this meeting resulted in a significant milestone 

towards formulating and finalising the regional WGMSS Work Plan based on inclusive and consensus-

based cooperation among the IORA Member States. It was also reflective of the evolving activities of 

the Association, as documented in the outcomes of the recently held 1st IORA Strategic Planning 

Workshop, which underscored the importance of a viable regional security architecture. 

 

 Indian Ocean Memorandum of Understanding (IOMOU) on Port State Control. The 

Indian Ocean Memorandum of Understanding (IOMOU) on port State control held its twenty-second 

Committee meeting in Cape Town, South Africa, from 19 to 23 Aug 19. This meeting was hosted by 

the South African Maritime Safety Authority (SAMSA). The Committee agreed to conduct 

Concentrated Inspection Campaign (CIC) for Stability in General in 2020 in conjunction with Paris 

MoU and Tokyo MoU. The Committee approved the Co-operation programme between IOMOU and 

Indian Ocean Tuna Commission (IOTC) on fishing vessels, as requested by the International Maritime 

Organization (IMO) through a paper jointly submitted by the Food and Agriculture Organization IMO 

and the International Labour Organization. In order to promote better understanding of the activities of 

the organisation and to monitor the developments and changes in the industry which could impact the 

quality of shipping, an interactive session was held with the representatives from the Asian 

Classification Society, International Association of Classification Societies Ltd. and INTERTANKO. 

The full press release on the outcome of the meeting may be accessed at 

http://www.iomou.org/php/iomoudoc2/Press%20Release%20-%2022nd%20IOMOU%20Meeting.pdf. 

 

 

 

EVENTS OF INTEREST 

 

 

D, UNREGULATED FISHING 

 

Indian Ocean MoU on Port State Control 

The Port State Control (PSC) system aims to verify whether foreign flagged vessels calling at a port 

of a State comply with applicable International Maritime Conventions. Each Authority ensures that 

the foreign merchant ships visiting its ports comply with the standards articulated in the relevant 

Conventions and all amendments thereto in force. When vessels are found not to be in substantial 

compliance with the applicable regulations, laws or relevant convention requirements, the PSC 

system imposes actions to ensure they are brought into compliance. Ships to be inspected are selected 

on the basis of targeting criteria outlined in the Memorandum and a non-discriminatory policy is 

observed. The Indian Ocean Memorandum of Understanding (IOMOU) on PSC in the Indian Ocean 

Region was finalised on the basis of the first preparatory meeting held in India in Oct 97 and the 

second meeting in Jun 98 in South Africa. The Memorandum came into effect on 01 Apr 99. Under 

the Memorandum, each Authority will establish and maintain an effective system of PSC regime. As 

of Mar 18, twenty countries have become parties to the Memorandum. The Secretariat of the Indian 

Ocean Memorandum of Understanding (IOMOUS) is based at Goa in India. The latest revised MoU 

may be accessed at http://www.iomou.org/historymain.htm.  

 

http://www.iomou.org/php/iomoudoc2/Press%20Release%20-%2022nd%20IOMOU%20Meeting.pdf
http://www.iomou.org/historymain.htm
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 Intergovernmental Conference on Marine Biodiversity of Areas Beyond National 

Jurisdiction (ABNJ). 

 

 The third session of the intergovernmental conference on Marine biodiversity of ABNJ was held at 

New York from 19 to 30 Aug 19. The proceedings focused on a strong Global Ocean Treaty which 

would preserve the diversity of the seabed for generations to come. The discussions centered around 

conserving and sustainably using marine biological diversity in ABNJ, which take into consideration 

sharing benefits and management tools that include marine protected areas, environmental impact 

assessments, capacity-building and marine technology transference. 

 

 

 Defence Minister reviews functioning of IFC-IOR. 

Defence Minister of India visited the Information Fusion 

Centre – Indian Ocean Region (IFC-IOR) on 19 Aug 19. 

Senior Navy officials, including the Chief of the Naval Staff 

briefed him on the functioning of the Centre towards 

enhancing Maritime Domain Awareness and Maritime 

Security in the region. The Centre is likely to host 

International Liaison Officers from the partner nations in the 

near future. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comments 

In its resolution 72/249 of 24 Dec 17, the General Assembly decided to convene an Intergovernmental 

Conference, under the auspices of the United Nations, to consider the recommendations of 

the Preparatory Committee established by resolution 69/292 of 19 Jun 15 on the elements and to 

elaborate the text of an international legally binding instrument under the United Nations Convention 

on the Law of Sea on the conservation and sustainable use of marine biological diversity of areas 

beyond national jurisdiction, with a view to developing the instrument as soon as possible. In 

accordance with resolution 72/249, the Conference held a three-day organizational meeting in New 

York, from 16 to 18 Apr 18, to discuss organizational matters, including the process for the 

preparation of the zero draft of the instrument. The Conference will meet for four sessions. The initial 

two sessions before the present one were convened from 04 to 17 Sep 18 and the second session from 

25 Mar to 05 Apr 19. The fourth session will take place in the first half of 2020. 

 

 

https://www.un.org/bbnj/
https://www.un.org/bbnj/
http://undocs.org/en/a/res/72/249
http://www.un.org/depts/los/biodiversity/prepcom.htm
http://undocs.org/en/a/res/69/292
http://undocs.org/en/a/res/72/249
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 Mandatory requirement for AIS in Indonesian waters. 
 

Foreign-flagged and Indonesian-flagged ships sailing in Indonesian territorial waters must install and 

activate an Automatic Identification System (AIS) following the entry into force of a new regulation on 

20 Aug 19. The new rules, as mandated by the Ministry of Transportation of the Republic of Indonesia 

through the approval of Regulation PM No 7 of 2019, are aligned with the SOLAS Convention. The 

regulation applies to all Indonesian and foreign flagged vessels. However, whilst some concessions for 

Indonesian flagged ships have been made, at this time, no minimum gross tonnage (GT) limit has been 

stated for foreign flagged vessels. For Indonesian flagged vessels, the regulation differentiates between 

AIS Class A and AIS Class B. All Indonesian flagged vessels, to which SOLAS applies, are required 

to have on board a functional AIS Class A whilst the following Indonesian flagged vessels may have 

on board an operational AIS Class B :- 

(a) Non-Convention Cargo ships and Passenger ships 35 GT and upwards; 

(b) Fishing vessels 60 GT and upwards; and 

(c) Ships that sail between countries or that carry out barter-trade or other activities that are 

regulated in the provisions of the legislation in the field of customs. 
 

 India first country to issue smart IDs to seafarers containing facial biometric details. 
 

India has become the first country in the world to issue smart ID card to seafarers containing their facial 

biometric details which will replace the existing Continuous Discharge Certificate (CDC) - a passport 

like document. According to Director General of Shipping, around 3,50,000 existing Indian seafarers 

will be issued ID cards within the next two years. After this, it is estimated that around 15000 new 

seafarers will be issued these cards annually. The smart IDs have an inbuilt chip recording all the details 

of the seafarer and can be used by the immigration officers for quick processing. 
 

 Maritime industry targeted by cyber criminals. 
 

In a recent information letter to the maritime sector, the Norwegian 

National Security Authority (NSM) has advised of an increase in 

the number of cyber campaigns targeting several different sectors 

since Jun 19. It also stated that both the maritime sector and the oil 

and gas sector have been victims of such targeted attacks. To this 

date, the campaigns have used social engineering techniques in e-

mails and in personal messages through social media, primarily 

LinkedIn, but also WhatsApp and Facebook Messenger to install 

malware on the user’s computer, gather information about the user, 

their employer or other users connected to them and further spread 

the campaigns. While the scope of these campaigns and the 

subsequent incidents are reportedly global, “companies in USA, 

Europe, and the Middle East have been the main targets”, stated by 

the NSM. It also states that all types of ships as well as shipowners’ 

land-based infrastructure can be vulnerable to cyber incidents. It further emphasises that “Especially 

ship-owners that operate in ISPS/MARSEC level two areas or higher should be aware of the situation.” 

The detailed advisory may be accessed at http://www.gard.no/Content/28198298/NMD_CyberRisk.pdf 

 

 Weather Forecast. A monthly weather forecast for the month of Sep 19 in IOR region has 

been uploaded on IFC-IOR website for reference. 

 

GEN FOR MARINERS 

 

References/Guidelines for reference on Cyber Security 

For additional recommendations related to cyber risk management, publications “Ship operators 

cannot afford to turn a blind eye to cyber security” dated 10 Jul 19 and “It is time to strengthen your 

onboard cyber security procedures “ dated 12 Dec 18 may be referred. 

Guidelines and best practices for implementation of cyber risk management are described in 

IMO’s MSC-FAL.1/Circ.3, as well as in the industry guidelines “Cyber security onboard ships”. 

 

http://www.gard.no/Content/28198298/NMD_CyberRisk.pdf
http://www.gard.no/web/updates/content/27958640/ship-operators-cannot-afford-to-turn-a-blind-eye-to-cyber-security
http://www.gard.no/web/updates/content/27958640/ship-operators-cannot-afford-to-turn-a-blind-eye-to-cyber-security
http://www.gard.no/web/updates/content/26742440/it-is-time-to-strengthen-your-onboard-cyber-security-procedures
http://www.gard.no/web/updates/content/26742440/it-is-time-to-strengthen-your-onboard-cyber-security-procedures
http://www.imo.org/en/OurWork/Security/Guide_to_Maritime_Security/Documents/MSC-FAL.1-Circ.3%20-%20Guidelines%20On%20Maritime%20Cyber%20Risk%20Management%20(Secretariat).pdf
http://www.ics-shipping.org/docs/default-source/resources/safety-security-and-operations/guidelines-on-cyber-security-onboard-ships.pdf
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https://arxmaritime.com/ 
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http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/ 

 

https://www.thesundaily.my/ 

 

http://www.adaderana.lk/ 

 

http://bernama.com/  

 

https://www.bairdmaritime.com/ 

 

https://www.dw.com/ 

 
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/ 

 

https://www.vesseltracker.com/ 

 

https://www.gmanetwork.com/ 

 

https://worldmaritimenews.com/ 

     

http://maritimebulletin.net/ 

 

https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/ 

 

https://www.channelnewsasia.com/ 

 

https://www.vesseltracker.com/ 
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 Remain cognizant of the regional and international environment affecting maritime security 

and safety in the IOR.  

 

 Establish linkages and coordinate with national agencies and multinational constructs that are 

relevant to maritime safety and security. 

 

 Maintain a Common Operational Picture (COP) in the unclassified domain, for the IOR and 

beyond. 

 

 Share country specific COP and share maritime security/ safety related information of common 

concern with participants.  

 

 Liaison and interact with other maritime stakeholders by means of regular visits, seminars, 

workshops, exercises (Maritime Security/ MARSEC) and training modules (MDA, MARSEC, HADR 

etc). 

 

 Collate, analyse and disseminate information related to maritime safety and Humanitarian 

Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR) requirements from sea. 

 

 Generation of Incident Reports and Situation Reports (SITREPS) on incidents and Vessels of 

Interest (VOIs) and share with concerned agencies. 

 

 Publish a Monthly Report and Advisories as required. 

 

 Host Liaison Officers from participant countries.  

 

 Disseminate unclassified information relevant to submarine safety.  

 

 Trend and Predictive Analysis of historical data gathered from various national and 

international agencies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHARTER OF IFC-IOR 
 

14 
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Disclaimer 

Information collated in the IFC-IOR’s monthly report has been derived from various internal 

and external linkages such as partner nations, other maritime stakeholders, agencies and open 

sources. The report aims to undertake analysis of incidents by establishing trends and 

anomalies to ensure safety and security of mariners and seafarers. While due care and effort 

has been taken to ensure veracity of data, due diligence may be exercised for subsequent usage 

of information contained therein. IFC-IOR requests and seeks assistance of all stakeholders to 

report incidents in the region to undertake accurate predictive and prescriptive analysis and 

build a comprehensive picture of existing threats in the maritime domain.  The information 

contained in the report and the analysis thereon, is not reflective of the views of the Indian 

Government or Indian Navy in any manner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact 

In case of any incident at sea, suspicious approach or unusual observed activity at sea, 

please contact the IFC-IOR:- 

Website: -  https://www.indiannavy.nic.in/ifc-ior/index.html 

Email: - ifc-ior.gurugram@navy.gov.in 

Tel: -  +91 1242208385, +91 7428963733 

Fax: -  +91 1242209385 

 

   

 

14 

 

https://www.indiannavy.nic.in/ifc-ior/index.html

